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Abstract. Starting from an approved serial algorithm, we develop a new parallel algorithm
for calculating nonequispaced fast Fourier transforms on massively parallel distributed memory architectures. We demonstrate how to deal with the inherent load imbalance of the serial algorithm
due to the use of oversampled FFT. This algorithm has been implemented in a new open source
software library called PNFFT. Furthermore, we derive a new parallel distributed memory algorithm
for the fast computation of fully Coulomb interactions in a charged particle system with non-periodic
boundary conditions based on a particle-mesh approximation scheme. We show that an appropriate adjustment of the underlying parallel nonequispaced fast Fourier transform circumvents severe
load imbalance due to particle scaling. To prove the high scalability of our algorithms we provide
performance results on a BlueGene/P system using up to 65 536 cores.
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1. Introduction. A broad variety of mathematical algorithms and applications
depends on the calculation of the nonequispaced discrete Fourier transform (NDFT),
which is a generalization of the discrete Fourier transform to nonequispaced nodes.
Especially, its fast approximate realization called nonequispaced fast Fourier transform (NFFT) [10, 5, 55, 59, 53, 22, 32] led to the development of a large number of
fast numerical algorithms, e.g., in computerized tomography [18, 11], particle simulation [51, 25] and spectral methods on adaptive grids, just to name a few examples.
An extensive list of applications can be found e.g. in [22].
Roughly speaking, the NFFT consists of three steps. First, a deconvolution in
frequency domain. Second, a fast Fourier transform (FFT) and, finally, a discrete
convolution in spatial domain. The deconvolution and convolution is performed with
a window function that is well localized in frequency and spatial domain. Therefore,
these two convolution steps can be performed approximately in a fast way. Another
advantage of the good localization is, that parallel implementations of the convolution
steps only require next neighbor communication.
The FFT plays a central role in the modular structure of the NFFT algorithm and
is a perfect example for the important interplay between the development of fast algorithms and sustainable software engineering in order to produce high performance
software. Without a doubt, the FFTW software library [20, 21] is an outstanding
implementation of the FFT and one of the most important software packages in
scientific computing. It offers support of shared memory parallelism and also distributed memory parallelism based on a one-dimensional decomposition of the input
array. However, it has been argued that the one-dimensional data decomposition
is not scalable enough for modern, massive parallel, distributed memory architectures [8, 13, 16, 56, 3]. Whenever the dimensionality of the input array is at least
three, a more scalable two-dimensional domain decomposition can be applied. Several
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publicly available, parallel FFT software libraries [49, 48, 42, 41, 37, 36, 46, 44] based
on this approach have been proposed during the last years.
Following the example of the FFTW software library, the NFFT algorithm has
been implemented in the publicly available NFFT software library [32, 31], which also
offers support of shared memory parallelism [58] and a parallel implementation for
graphic processing units [33]. However, to our knowledge there is no publicly available
implementation of the NFFT algorithm suitable for distributed memory parallelism.
The algorithms in this paper and their publicly available implementations are intended
to close this gap between NFFT and modern distributed memory architectures.
In this paper we propose a parallel algorithm for computing the NFFT on massively parallel distributed memory architectures. This algorithm strongly requires the
parallel pruned FFT [46] in order to overcome severe load balancing problems. Our
highly scalable implementation is based on the Message Passing Interface [40] and
utilizes the PFFT software library [44] for computing the pruned FFT in parallel.
Furthermore, we describe a massively parallel fast summation algorithm based on
the parallel NFFT. The fast summation algorithm [51, 52] deals with the computation of Coulomb interactions in charged particle systems with non-periodic boundary
conditions. This is similar to Ewald-like particle-mesh algorithms, which only work
for periodic boundary conditions, see e.g. [23, Ch. 7] for an overview. Indeed, in
[47] we point out that the building blocks of the fast summation for non-periodic
boundary conditions and the NFFT-based fast Ewald summation [25] for periodic
boundary conditions are very similar. Especially, both algorithms employ the NFFT
in order to achieve a fast algorithm. For periodic boundary conditions, there has
been a broad variety of publications about parallel particle-mesh algorithms, e.g. see
[57, 50, 39, 43, 38, 26, 54]. However, these implementations use simple cutoff schemes
in order to deal with Coulomb interactions for non-periodic boundary conditions and
thereby totally ignore the long range nature of these interactions.
To our knowledge, this is the first paper that presents results on distributed memory parallelization of particle-mesh algorithms with non-periodic boundary conditions,
i.e., we present an approximation scheme that allows the accurate computation of the
Coulomb interactions up to an prescribed error in parallel. A numerical comparison
with parallel implementation of other methods, e.g., an implementation of the Fast
Multipole Method [30], will be published elsewhere.
The outline of this paper is as follows: We start in Section 2 with the introduction
of the notation and definitions that we will use in the remainder of the paper. Next,
we give the definition of the NDFT and explain the basic principles of the NFFT
in Section 3. In Section 4 we present our parallel NFFT algorithm, which we apply
in Section 5 to develop a parallel algorithm for computing the Coulomb potentials
and fields of a charged particle system. Section 6 contains performance evaluations
of our publicly available, parallel implementation. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Section 7.
2. Notation, Definitions and Assumptions. In this section we introduce
the notation, basic definitions and assumptions that are used throughout the entire
>
paper. Assume the multi-bandwidth N =(N0 , N1 , N2 ) ∈ 2N3 
. We define the multiN0
N0
index set of possible frequencies IN := − 2 , . . . , 2 − 1 × − N21 , . . . , N21 − 1 ×
 N
− 22 , . . . , N22 − 1 , the total number of frequencies |IN | = N0 ·N1 ·N2 and the threedimensional torus T3 := R3 /Z3 ∼ [− 21 , 12 )3 . For |IN | complex numbers fˆk , k ∈ IN ,
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the trigonometric polynomial f : T3 → C is given by
X
fˆk e−2πikx .
f (x) =

3

(2.1)

k∈IN

Hereby, kx := k0 x0 + k1 x1 + k2 x2 denotes the canonical scalar product. The fast
evaluation of f at arbitrarily chosen nodes xj ∈ T3 , j = 1, . . . , M , with M ∈ N, i.e.,
fj := f (xj ) =

X

fˆk e−2πikxj ,

j = 1, . . . , M,

(2.2)

k∈IN

is known as three-dimensional nonequispaced fast Fourier transform (NFFT). Equation (2.2) can be written as a matrix-vector product,
f = Afˆ,
with the vectors f := (fj )j=1,...,M ∈ CM , fˆ := (fˆk )k∈IN ∈ C|IN | , and the non
equispaced Fourier matrix A := e−2πikxj j=1,...,M ; k∈I ∈ CM ×|IN | . For clarity of
N
presentation we write the multi-index k in order to address elements of vectors and
matrices at the linearized index k2 + N2 k1 + N2 N1 k0 . In general, the matrix A is
not square. Even for the square case, it is usually not orthogonal. Therefore, the
definition of an inverse NFFT is not canonical, but can be realized by an iterative
method, see e.g. [34]. Instead, it is customary to define the adjoint transform by the
matrix-vector product
ĥ = Aà f ,
that is equivalent to the sums
ĥk =

M
X

fj e+2πikxj ,

k ∈ IN ,

(2.3)

j=1

with the vector ĥ := (ĥk )k∈IN . In addition, we are interested in the fast calculation
of the gradients
X
∇fj := ∇f (xj ) =
fˆk ∇e−2πikxj , j = 1, . . . , M.
(2.4)
k∈IN

Equation (2.4) can be written as a matrix-vector product,
∇f = ∇Afˆ,
with the vectors ∇f := (∇fj )j=1,...,M ∈ C3M , fˆ := (fˆk )k∈IN ∈ C|IN | , and the matrix

∇A := ∇e−2πikxj j=1,...,M ; k∈I ∈ C3M ×|IN | , where each gradient stands for three
N
successive rows of the matrix.
The parallel NFFT (PNFFT) algorithms, implemented in our library [45], are
fast approximate algorithms for computing the sums in (2.2) and the adjoint transform (2.3). These both transforms are also the cornerstone for the nonequispaced
convolution, see e.g. [35]. In addition, we implemented a fast approximate algorithm
for computing the gradients (2.4).
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3. The Three-Dimensional NFFT Algorithm. This section summarizes the
mathematical theory and ideas behind the NFFT based on [53, 32]. For further NFFT
>
approaches see [32, Appendix C]. Assume n = (n0 , n1 , n2 ) ∈ 2N3 , with N ≤ n.
Hereby,the inequality holds 
component-wise. Again,
 we define the multi-index set
In := − n20 , . . . , n20 − 1 × − n21 , . . . , n21 − 1 × − n22 , . . . , n22 − 1 and the total
number of frequencies |In | = n0 · n1 · n2 . Let ψ : T → R be a smooth window function,
i.e., a function that is well localized in spatial domain and in frequency domain. We
denote its Fourier coefficients by ψ̂k , k ∈ Z. Furthermore, we define a multivariate
window function ϕ : T3 → R by the tensor product ϕ (x) := ψ (x0 ) ψ (x1 ) ψ (x2 ). A
simple consequence is that its Fourier coefficients
Z
ϕ̂k :=
ϕ(x)e+2πikx dx
T3

are given by ϕ̂k = ψ̂k0 ψ̂k1 ψ̂k2 , k = (k0 , k1 , k2 )> ∈ Z3 with ψ̂k :=
and the gradient ∇ϕ(x) can be easily computed by

R
T

ψ(x)e+2πikx dx

∇ϕ(x) = (ψ 0 (x0 )ψ(x1 )ψ(x2 ), ψ(x0 )ψ 0 (x1 )ψ(x2 ), ψ(x0 )ψ(x1 )ψ 0 (x2 ))

>

.

(3.1)

We follow the general approach of [55, 53] and approximate the complex exponentials in the trigonometric polynomial (2.1) by
e−2πikx ≈

1
|In |ϕ̂k

X

ϕ x−l


n−1 e−2πik(l

n−1 )

,

l∈In,m (x)

where the multi-index set
In,m (x) := {l ∈ In : n

x − m1 ≤ l ≤ n

x + m1}

collects these indexes where the window function ϕ is mostly concentrated. Here,
m ∈ N is a small window cutoff parameter, which depends on the particular choice
of the window function. We use the vector 1 := (1, 1, 1)> , the component-wise vector
>
product n x := (n0 x0 , n1 x1 , n2 x2 ) , the reciprocal of a vector n with nonzero

>
−1
−1
−1
components n−1 := n0 , n1 , n2
and the inequality between two vectors holds
component-wise.
After changing the order of summation in (2.1) we obtain for xj ∈ T3 , j =
1, . . . , M, the approximation
!
X
X

−1
fˆk
f (xj ) ≈
e−2πik(l n ) ϕ xj − l n−1 ,
|In |ϕ̂k
l∈In,m (xj )

k∈IN

which causes a truncation error and an aliasing error, see [53, 32] for details. As can
be readily seen, after an initial deconvolution step,
ĝk =

fˆk
,
|In |ϕ̂k

k ∈ IN ,

(3.2)

the expression in brackets can be computed via a three-dimensional oversampled FFT
of total size |In |,
X
−1
gl =
ĝk e−2πik(l n ) , l ∈ In .
(3.3)
k∈IN
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Figure 3.1. Two-dimensional illustration of the serial NFFT workflow for N = (8, 8)> given
Fourier coefficients, oversampled FFT size n = (16, 16)> , M = 150 nonequispaced nodes and window
cutoff parameter m = 1. At the beginning, the given Fourier coefficients fˆk are point wise multiplied
according to the deconvolution formula (3.2) and mapped into an oversampled FFT array of size n.
Afterwards, an FFT of size n is performed according to (3.3). The computation of the convolution
sums (3.4) is illustrated at the example of a single red circled node xj . Note, that a small number
of 2m + 1 (black circled) grid points is sufficient in order to compute the convolution sum (3.4)
corresponding to this node. The support of the truncated window function centered at node xj is
given by the red rectangle of size (2m)2 .

The final step consists of the evaluation of sums having at most (2m+1)3 terms where
the window function ϕ is sampled only in the neighborhood of the node xj , i.e.,
X

f (xj ) ≈ sj :=
gl ϕ xj − l n−1 ,
(3.4)
l∈In,m (xj )

and
∇f (xj ) ≈ ∇sj :=

X

gl ∇ϕ xj − l


n−1 .

l∈In,m (xj )

In addition to the evaluation of the window function ϕ, it requires roughly |IN | +
|In | log |In | + (2m + 1)3 M floating point operations. We present a two-dimensional
illustration of the serial NFFT algorithm for chosen parameters N = (8, 8)> , n =
(16, 16)> , M = 150 and m = 1 in Figure 3.1. In matrix-vector notation, the NFFT
Algorithm can be written as Afˆ ≈ BF D fˆ, where D is a real |IN | × |IN | diagonal
matrix defined by
D := diag (1/ϕ̂k )k∈IN .
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The matrix F := (e−2πik(l n ) )l∈In ,k∈IN is a truncated Fourier matrix of size |In |×
|IN | and B denotes the sparse real M × |In | matrix
(

ϕ xj − l n−1
: l ∈ In,m (xj )
.
B := (bjl )j=1,...,M ; l∈In , bjl :=
0
:l∈
/ In,m (xj )
An approximation of the adjoint transform is given by Aà f ≈ DF à B > f . The
gradients (2.4) can be approximated by means of the analytic derivative of the window
function [14], i.e., ∇Afˆ ≈ ∇BF D fˆ with
(

∇ϕ xj − l n−1
: l ∈ In,m (xj )
.
∇B := (∇bjl )j=1,...,M ; l∈In , ∇bjl :=
0
:l∈
/ In,m (xj )
Note that the NFFT and gradient NFFT only differ in the multiplication with the last
matrix B and ∇B, respectively. Since the window function ϕ is defined as a tensor
product, the evaluation of function values for both matrices can be easily combined.
As we can see in (3.1) for a given node x = (x0 , x1 , x2 )> ∈ T3 it is sufficient to
evaluate the one-dimensional window function ψ and its derivative ψ 0 at the three
coordinates x0 , x1 , x2 .
To keep the approximation error small, several functions ϕ with good localization
in spatial and frequency domain have been proposed. In our parallel NFFT implementation the user is free to choose between the (dilated) Gaussian [10, 55, 9], (dilated)
cardinal central B–splines [5, 55], and (dilated) Kaiser–Bessel functions [29, 19]. We
point out that the approximation error introduced by the NFFT decays exponentially
with the number of summands m. Error estimates for the multivariate case were
presented in [12], see also [32, Appendix C]. In the case of the Gaussian window function, the evaluations of the exponential function exp() can be reduced substantially
by fast Gaussian gridding, see [22] and [32, Appendix C]. However, all proposed window functions can be evaluated with the same efficiency, if interpolation from short
precomputed interpolation tables is used, see also Section 6.1 for more details.
4. The Parallel Three-Dimensional NFFT Algorithm. In this section we
describe a parallel algorithm for computing the three-dimensional NFFT on massively
parallel, distributed memory architectures. The implementation of this algorithm is
based on the Massage Passing Interface [40]. Our parallel NFFT (PNFFT) algorithm
combines the serial three-dimensional NFFT algorithm from Section 3 with a threedimensional block domain decomposition. In addition, we pay special attention to
the case where all the nonequispaced nodes xj are contained in a special subset of the
torus T3 . For a given node scaling factor C = (C0 , C1 , C2 )> ∈ (0, 1]3 we define the
truncated torus T3C := [− C20 , C20 )×[− C21 , C21 )×[− C22 , C22 ). For the PNFFT we assume
xj ∈ T3C for every j = 1, . . . , M . Obviously, for C0 = C1 = C2 = 1 this corresponds
to the serial NFFT, where the nodes xj are contained in the whole three-dimensional
torus T3 . This slight generalization is necessary in order to assure a load balanced
distribution of nodes xj whenever the nodes are concentrated in the center of the box
as we will see in the next section.
4.1. Description of the Algorithm. Assume P = (P0 , P1 , P2 )> ∈ N3 . We
identify every MPI process of a given parallel hardware architecture with a multiindex of the three-dimensional process mesh PP := {0, . . . , P0 − 1}×{0, . . . , P1 − 1}×
{0, . . . , P2 − 1}. For every process r = (r0 , r1 , r2 )> ∈ PP we define the multi-index
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Figure 4.1. Two-dimensional illustration of the serial deconvolution workflow according to
(3.2) on the left and the parallel deconvolution workflow according to (4.1) on the right. We chose
N = (8, 8)> given Fourier coefficients, oversampled FFT size n = (16, 16)> and a process mesh of
size P = (4, 2)> . The serial algorithm uses explicit mapping of the incoming Fourier coefficients fˆk
into an oversampled FFT array of size n filled with zeros. In contrast, our parallel data distribution
avoids the distribution of zeros and therefore does not depend on the oversampled FFT size n.

set
r
IN
,P


=

>

(k0 , k1 , k2 ) ∈ IN


Nt
Nt
Nt
Nt
+ rt
+ (rt + 1) , t = 0, 1, 2 .
:−
≤ kt < −
2
Pt
2
Pt

At the beginning of our parallel algorithm, we assume the NFFT input array of |IN |
complex numbers to be distributed among the three-dimensional process mesh PP
r
such that every process r ∈ PP holds the input data fˆk , k ∈ IN
,P in its locally
available memory. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the input array sizes
N0 , N1 , N2 are divisible by the process mesh sizes P0 , P1 , P2 . Therefore, the input
array is distributed in equal blocks of size N0 /P0 ·N1 /P1 ·N2 /P2 . This restriction serves
to keep the notation simple. Nevertheless, our implementation supports arbitrary
input array sizes N ∈ N3 and process mesh sizes P ∈ N3 regardless of their divisibility.
The serial NFFT algorithm starts with the deconvolution step (3.2) that consists
of an ordinary point wise multiplication. It can be calculated straight forward in
parallel, i.e., every process r ∈ PP computes
ĝk =

fˆk
,
|In |ϕ̂k

r
k ∈ IN
,P .

(4.1)

Figure 4.1 shows a two-dimensional illustration of the serial deconvolution workflow
according to (3.2) and the parallel deconvolution workflow according to (4.1) for
parameters N = (8, 8)> , n = (16, 16) and a process mesh of size P = (4, 2)> .
In the second step (3.3) we compute a three-dimensional oversampled FFT. Before we look at the parallel counter part of this step, we need the following slight
generalization. Similar to the truncated input data set of an oversampled FFT, we
want to allow a truncated output data set. Therefore, we introduce the pruned FFT
output size L ∈ 2N3 with L ≤ n. Hereby, the inequality holds component-wise. The
pruned FFT is given by
X
−1
gl =
ĝk e−2πik(l n ) , l ∈ IL ,
k∈IN
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Figure 4.2. Two-dimensional illustration of the serial convolution workflow according to (3.4)
for node scaling factor C = (1, 1)> and M = 150 nonequispaced nodes on the left and node scaling
>
and M = 50 nonequispaced nodes on the right. Furthermore, we chose an
factor C = 38 , 83
oversampled FFT size n = (16, 16)> , pruned FFT output size L = (8, 8)> and window cutoff
parameter m = 1. In both cases the computation of the convolution sums (3.4) is illustrated at the
example of a single red circled node xj . The support of the truncated window function centered at
node xj is given by the red rectangle of size (2m)2 . Again, a small number of 2m + 1 (black circled)
grid points is sufficient in order to compute the convolution sum (3.4) corresponding to this node.
However, on the left for every data gl there exists at least one node xj that depends on gl for the
computation of the corresponding convolution sum sj . In contrast, on the right the nodes have been
scaled to the center of the unit box. Therefore, no data gl outside the gray colored border is ever
needed for the computation of any convolution sum sj . The gray border of width m results from the
overlapping support of the window function.

with IL := {− L20 , . . . , L20 − 1} × {− L21 , . . . , L21 − 1} × {− L22 , . . . , L22 − 1}. Obviously,
for L = n the pruned FFT coincides with the second step of the serial NFFT algorithm given by equation (3.3). The significance of the pruned FFT output size L
becomes clear, if we have a look at the third step of the NFFT algorithm shown in
equation (3.4). There the summation runs over the multi-index sets In,m (xj ) ⊂ In ,
j = 1, . . . , M . We want to take advantage of the fact that all the nodes xj are contained in the truncated torus T3C . In order to avoid the computation of unneeded coefficients gl we are looking for the smallest multi-index set IL that holds In,m (xj ) ⊂ IL
for every j = 1, . . . , M . The component-wise smallest L = (L0 , L1 , L2 )> ∈ 2N3 that
fulfills these conditions is given by
n
l n m
o
t
Lt := min nt , 2 Ct
+ m , t = 0, 1, 2 .
2
Figure 4.2 shows a two-dimensional illustration of the additional condition xj ∈
T3C and its implications on the serial computation of the convolution sums (3.4) for
>
parameters n = (16, 16)> , L = (8, 8)> , C = 38 , 38
and m = 1.
In parallel we substitute the three-dimensional pruned FFT by a parallel one, i.e.,
X X
−1
r
gl =
ĝk e−2πik(l n ) , l ∈ IL,P
.
(4.2)
s
s∈PP k∈IN
,P

The formal order of summation in this notation was chosen to symbolize the parallel
data decomposition of a block distributed parallel three-dimensional FFT algorithm.
In general, a parallel FFT algorithm may use a different order of summation or an
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≈
L1
+
2m
Figure 4.3. Two-dimensional illustration of the serial FFT workflow according to (3.3) on
the left and the parallel pruned FFT workflow according to (4.2) on the right. We chose N = (8, 8)>
given Fourier coefficients, oversampled FFT size n = (16, 16)> , pruned FFT output size L = (8, 8)> ,
window cutoff parameter m = 1 and a process mesh of size P = (4, 2)> . A naive block decomposition
of the FFT on the left would lead to several processes that own input blocks full of zeros before
the FFT and output blocks full with unnecessary data gl outside the gray colored border after the
FFT. Instead, our algorithm uses a parallel pruned FFT that works with a block distribution of the
necessary input and output data. Note, that the parallel NFFT needs to communicate a border of m
(green colored) ghost cells according to (4.3) in order to prepare the parallel convolution according
to (4.4).

approximate algorithm to calculate the Fourier transform. The inner sum reflects that
every process s ∈ PP starts with calculations on its locally available input data block
of size N0 /P0 ·N1 /P1 ·N2 /P2 . The outer sum stands for the global communication that
must be performed somehow within the parallel FFT algorithm. After the parallel
FFT the output data gl , l ∈ IL , is distributed on the process mesh in a similar way as
the input data set, i.e., every process owns a block of L0 /P0 · L1 /P1 · L2 /P2 complex
numbers. Once more, we assume that L0 , L1 , L2 are divisible by the process mesh
sizes P0 , P1 , P2 in order to keep the notation simple. Again, for every process r ∈ PP
the multi-index set


Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
r
IL,P
:= (k0 , k1 , k2 )> ∈ In : − + rt
≤ kt < − + (rt + 1) , t = 0, 1, 2
2
Pt
2
Pt
collects all the multi-indexes of locally available data. We apply the PFFT software
library [44] for computing the parallel pruned FFT. This library was developed for
calculating parallel FFT on massively parallel architectures. It uses a transpose FFT
algorithm that consist of successive one-dimensional FFT and global data transpositions, see [46] for details. We stress that PFFT is the only publicly available parallel
FFT software library that pays special attention to the efficient parallel computation of pruned FFT. This feature is crucial in order to assure a good load balancing
of our parallel NFFT algorithm. It is noteworthy to say that PFFT is based on a
two-dimensional domain decomposition, i.e., the three-dimensional decomposed FFT
r
r
input ĝk , k ∈ IN
,P , and output gl , l ∈ IL,P is redistributed before and after ev-
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Figure 4.4. Two-dimensional illustration of the serial convolution workflow according to (3.4)
on the left and the parallel convolution workflow according to (4.4) on the right. We chose an
oversampled FFT size n = (16, 16)> , pruned FFT output size L = (8, 8)> , node scaling factor
>
C = 38 , 83 , M = 50 nonequispaced nodes, window cutoff parameter m = 1 and a process mesh
of size P = (4, 2)> . In both cases the computation of the convolution sums (3.4) is illustrated at
the example of a single red circled node xj . The support of the truncated window function centered
at node xj is given by the red rectangle of size (2m)2 . Again, a small number of 2m + 1 (black
circled) grid points is sufficient in order to compute the convolution sum (3.4) corresponding to this
node. In the parallel case, the nonequispaced nodes have been block distributed according to the block
distribution of the FFT outputs gl . Every process is able to compute the convolution sums sj for all
locally available nodes xj from the locally available data glr .

ery parallel FFT. Therefore, an upper limit for the number of processes is given
by the two-dimensional decomposition of the parallel FFT. Figure 4.3 shows a twodimensional illustration of the serial FFT workflow according to (3.3) and the parallel
pruned FFT workflow according to (4.2) for parameters N = (8, 8)> , n = (16, 16)>
and a process mesh of size P = (4, 2)> . Note, that the parallel ghost cell duplication
step (4.3) within this illustration will be explained in the next paragraphs.
The block data distribution of the FFT output gl , l ∈ IL , naturally induces a
block decomposition of the truncated Torus T3C . This motivates the definition of the
index sets

r
MrP := j = 1, . . . , M : ∃l ∈ IL,P
with l ≤ n

xj < l + 1 ,

for every process r ∈ PP . We assign all nodes xj , j ∈ MrP , to a single process r ∈ PP .
As one can already see, heterogeneous distributions of the nodes xj , j = 1, . . . , M ,
can lead to imbalances in memory consumption and workload between the processes,
which is a typical problem of mesh based domain decompositions.
According to the discrete convolution step of the serial NFFT algorithm, we
compute the sums (3.4), which run over the local multi-index sets In,m (xj ), j ∈ MrP .
Our choice of parameter L assures In,m (xj ) ⊂ IL for every j ∈ MrP , i.e., the output
of the pruned FFT is sufficient. But in general, not all sufficient data gl , l ∈ In,m (xj ),
is located on a single process r. Therefore, we perform a communication step in order
to gather all the additionally needed data. However, this step equals to a mesh ghost
cell communication [24, Ch. 5.6.1] and only involves nearest neighbor communication.
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With the definition of the multi-index sets
n
r
IL,P
,m := (l0 , l1 , l2 ) ∈ In :
−

o
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
+ rt
− m ≤ lt < − + (rt + 1) + m, t = 0, 1, 2 ,
2
Pt
2
Pt

for all processes r ∈ PP , we symbolize the ghost cell communication by
glr = gl ,

r
l ∈ IL,P
,m .

(4.3)

r
r
Note that every process must gather the data gl , l ∈ IL,P
,m \ IL,P , from its nearest
neighbors by explicit communication. We use the ghost cell support of the PFFT
software library for implementing the ghost cell communication. Figure 4.3 also includes a two-dimensional illustration of the parallel ghost cell communication accord>
ing to (4.3) with parameters L = (8, 8)> , C = 83 , 38 , m = 1 and a process mesh of
size P = (4, 2)> .
Finally, the sums
X
sj =
glr ϕ(xj − l n−1 ), j ∈ MrP ,
(4.4)
l∈In,m (xj )

are calculated locally on all processes r ∈ PP . Figure 4.4 shows a two-dimensional
illustration of the serial convolution workflow according to (3.4) and the parallel convolution workflow according to (4.4) for parameters n = (16, 16)> , L = (8, 8)> ,
>
C = 83 , 38 , M = 50, m = 1 and a process mesh of size P = (4, 2)> . Alg. 1 summarizes the PNFFT algorithm in pseudo-code and Figure 4.5 gives a summarizing
two-dimensional illustration of the serial and parallel NFFT workflow for parameters
>
N = (8, 8)> , n = (16, 16)> , L = (8, 8)> , C = 38 , 38 , M = 50, m = 1 and a process
mesh of size P = (4, 2)> .
r
Input: xj ∈ T3C , j ∈ MrP , and fˆk ∈ C, k ∈ IN
,P .
r
−1 ˆ
For k ∈ IN
· fk /ϕ̂k .
,P compute ĝk := |In |
P
P
r
2: For l ∈ IL,P
compute gl :=
ĝk e−2πik(l

1:

n−1 )

by a parallel,

s
s∈PP k∈IN
,P

three-dimensional, pruned FFT.
r
r
For l ∈ IL,P
,m gather gl := gl by a ghost cell communication.
P
4: For j ∈ Mr
glr ϕ(xj − l n−1 ).
P compute sj :=

3:

l∈In,m (xj )

5:

For j ∈ MrP compute ∇sj :=

P

glr ∇ϕ(xj − l

n−1 ).

l∈In,m (xj )

Output: Approximate function values sj ≈ fj and gradients ∇sj ≈ ∇fj , j ∈ MrP .
Alg. 1: Parallel, three-dimensional, nonequispaced fast Fourier transform (PNFFT)
for each process r ∈ PP .
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Figure 4.5. Two-dimensional illustration of the serial NFFT workflow on the left and the
parallel NFFT workflow of Alg. 1 on the right. We chose N = (8, 8)> given Fourier coefficients,
oversampled FFT size n = (16, 16)> , pruned FFT output size L = (8, 8)> , node scaling factor
>
C = 83 , 83 , M = 50 nonequispaced nodes, window cutoff parameter m = 1 and a process mesh
of size P = (4, 2)> . For detailed explanations of the separate steps see Figure 4.1, Figure 4.3 and
Figure 4.4.

The adjoint PNFFT algorithm can be derived analogously from the serial adjoint
NFFT algorithm [32]. Note that the adjoint counterpart of the ghost cell communication (4.3) is a sum over all ghost cells, i.e.,
X
r
gl =
gls , l ∈ IL,P
.
s∈PP

The pseudo-code of the adjoint PNFFT is given by Alg. 2.
5. Application of the Parallel NFFT. In this section we demonstrate the
application of our PNFFT algorithm in order to calculate the Coulomb potentials
and forces of a charged particle system on massively parallel distributed memory
architectures. We start with the outline of the serial fast summation algorithm [51, 52]
and continue with its parallel counterpart.
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Input: xj ∈ T3C , and fj ∈ C, j ∈ MrP .
1:

2:

3:

r
r
For l ∈ IL,P
,m compute gl :=

r
For l ∈ IL,P
accumulate gl :=
r
For k ∈ IN
,P compute ĝk :=

P

fj ϕ(xj − l

n−1 ).

{j∈Mr
P:
l∈In,m (xj )}

P
s∈PP

gls by an adjoint ghost cell communication.

P

P

gl e+2πik(l

n−1 )

by an adjoint, parallel,

s
s∈PP l∈IL,P

three-dimensional, pruned FFT.
4:

r
−1
For k ∈ IN
· ĝk /ϕ̂k .
,P compute ŝk := |In |

r
Output: Approximate coefficients ŝk ≈ ĥk , k ∈ IN
,P .

Alg. 2: Adjoint, parallel, three-dimensional, nonequispaced fast Fourier transform
(adjoint PNFFT) for each process r ∈ PP .
5.1. Serial Fast Summation Algorithm. Assume M charged particles with
charge qj ∈ R at position xj ∈ T3 , j = 1 . . . , M . We are interested in the fast
evaluation of the potentials
φj := φ(xj ) =

M
X
ql
l=1
l6=j

1
,
kxj − xl k2

j = 1, . . . , M,

(5.1)

and fields
E j := −∇φ(xj ) =

M
X
l=1
l6=j

ql

xj − xl
,
kxj − xl k32

j = 1, . . . , M .

(5.2)

Hereby, kxk2 := (x20 + x21 + x22 )1/2 denotes the Euclidean norm. Without loss of
generality we may assume that the nodes are scaled, such that kxj k2 < 41 − ε2B with
a small constant εB > 0 and consequently kxj − xl k2 < 21 − εB .
We now outline the NFFT based fast summation algorithm for the fast computation of (5.1) and (5.2). It requires O(M log M ) arithmetic operations for uniformly
distributed source nodes xj . This approach was suggested in [51, 52]. There, a regularization

TI (r) if r ≤ εI ,



 T (r) if 1 − ε < r < 1 ,
B
B
2
2
R(r) :=
1
1

T
(
)
if
≤
r,
B 2

2

 1
otherwise,
r
with a near field cutoff radius εI > 0 and a far field regularization border εB > 0
has been introduced. The functions TI and TB are chosen such that R(kxk2 ) is in
the Sobolev space H p (T3 ) for an appropriate degree of smoothness p ∈ N. Several
regularizations of 1r are possible, e.g., by algebraic polynomials, splines, trigonometric
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polynomials or two point Taylor interpolation, see [17]. The potentials φj in equation (5.1) can be approximated by
φj ≈ hj := φNE
+ φRF
j
j ,
where
φNE
j



X

:= R(0) +

ql

l∈IεNE (j)


1
− R(kxj − xl k2 ) ,
kxj − xl k2

(5.3)

I

φRF
j

X

:=

M
X

R̂k

k∈IN

!
+2πikxl

ql e

e−2πikxj .

(5.4)

l=1

Hereby, the index set IεNE
(j) := {l ∈ {1, . . . , M } \ {j} : kxj − xl k2 < εI } collects all
I
the indexes of xj next neighbors and the Fourier coefficients of the regularized kernel
function
−1
1 X
R(kl N −1 k2 )e+2πi(l N )k , k ∈ IN ,
R̂k :=
|IN |
l∈IN

are precomputed by a three-dimensional adjoint discrete Fourier transform. Since the
x
, we are able to
gradient of the regularization is given by ∇R(kxk2 ) = R0 (kxk2 ) kxk
2
approximate the fields E j in equation (5.2) analogously to the potentials by
+ E RF
E j ≈ −∇hj := E NE
j ,
j
where
X

E NE
:= −∇φNE
=
j
j

l∈IεNE (j)

ql

xj − xl
kxj − xl k2



1
+ R0 (kxj − xl k2 )
kxj − xl k22


,

(5.5)

I

E RF
j

:=

−∇φRF
j

=−

X
k∈IN

R̂k

M
X

!
+2πikxl

ql e

∇e−2πikxj .

(5.6)

l=1

If the nodes xj are “sufficiently uniformly distributed” this can indeed be done in a
fast way, namely:
Near field computation (5.3), (5.5). To achieve the desired complexity of our
algorithm we suppose that there exists a small constant ν ∈ N such that the near field
(j) contain at most ν indexes for every node xj , j = 1, . . . , M . This
index sets IεNE
I
√
implies that εI depends linearly on 1/ 3 M . Then, for fixed xj the sum (5.3) contains
not more than ν terms so that its evaluation at all M nodes xj requires only O(νM )
arithmetic operations.
Far field computation (5.4), (5.6) by NFFT. The expression in the inner
brackets of (5.4) can be computed by an adjoint, parallel, three-dimensional NFFT
with total number of frequencies |IN |. This is followed by |IN | multiplications with
the Fourier coefficients R̂k of the regularized kernel function and completed by a
parallel, three-dimensional NFFT with total number of frequencies |IN | to compute
the outer most sum. If m is the window cutoff parameter and n the FFT size of
the (adjoint) NFFT, then the proposed evaluation of φRF
and E RF
at the nodes xj ,
j
j
3
j = 1, . . . , M requires O(m M + |In | log |In |)) arithmetic operations. The relation
between M, N and n is determined by the approximation error of the algorithm and
is discussed in detail in [51, 52, 17].
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5.2. Parallel Fast Summation Algorithm. After we have seen the highly
modularized structure of the serial fast summation algorithm it is easy to derive a
parallel fast summation algorithm by substituting every module with its parallel counterpart. Our parallel algorithm starts with a parallel forward sorting step that assures
the following two conditions. First, we need to distribute the nodes xj according to
our block decomposition such that every process r ∈ PP holds the nodes xj , j ∈ MrP .
Furthermore, every process r ∈ PP needs local copies of all the nodes that are involved
S in the calculation of the near field sums (5.3) and (5.5), i.e., all the nodes xj ,
(l). We perform these two tasks at once using a fine-grained data
j ∈ l∈Mr IεNE
I
P
distribution operation [28] that is implemented within a software library for parallel
sorting algorithms [6].
We assume that all nodes xj are located in a cubic box. Note that the serial
fast summation algorithm requires the condition kxj k2 < 14 − ε2B for every node
xj , j = 1, . . . , M . A cubic box can have at most box length √13 ( 12 − εB ) in order
to fit into a ball with radius 41 − ε2B . Therefore, we set the node scaling factor
C = √13 ( 14 − ε2B , 14 − ε2B , 14 − ε2B )> and our adjoint PNFFT starts with a threedimensional decomposition of the truncated torus T3C . We stress that the usage of
the truncated torus T3C is crucial in order to avoid severe load balancing problems in
this case. If we use a block decomposition of the whole torus T3 instead, at most an
eighth of the processes will receive a non empty block.
After the parallel forward sort every process r ∈ PP owns all the local particles
r
xj , j ∈ M
the associated particles in the near field radii of these particles, i.e.,
SP , and NE
xj , j ∈ l∈Mr IεI (l). Now, the local near field computations (5.3) and (5.5) are
P
performed with a standard linked cell algorithm, see e.g. [27, Ch. 8.4] or [23, Ch. 3],
and the far field computations (5.4) and (5.6) are split into the following three steps.
At first, we compute
X X
r
âk :=
qj e+2πikxj , k ∈ IN
,P ,
s∈PP j∈Ms
P

by an adjoint PNFFT (Alg. 2). Again, the formal order of summation was chosen in
order to reflect the parallel data decomposition. The convolution in frequency domain
is a simple point wise multiplication and is performed locally on each process r ∈ PP ,
i.e.,
dˆk := âk R̂k ,

r
k ∈ IN
,P .

Hereby, the Fourier coefficients R̂k of the regularization R are precomputed by a
parallel three-dimensional FFT
R̂k =

1 X
|IN |

X

R(kl

N −1 k2 )e+2πi(l

N −1 )k

,

r
k ∈ IN
,P .

(5.7)

s
s∈PP l∈IN
,P

Afterward, the far field potentials and fields are computed by a PNFFT (Alg. 1)
X X
φRF
:=
dˆk e−2πikxj , j ∈ MrP
j
s
s∈PP k∈IN
,P

E RF
:= −
j

X

X

s
s∈PP k∈IN
,P

dˆk ∇e−2πikxj ,

j ∈ MrP .
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Finally, we use the fine-grained data distribution operation from the parallel sorting
library to restore the initial parallel distribution of the nodes xj together with the
computed Coulomb potentials and fields.
In summary we obtain Alg. 3 for the fast and parallel evaluation of the potentials
(5.1) and the fields (5.2). Note that this algorithm can be easily modified for other
kernel functions frequently used in the approximation by radial basis functions, e.g.,
the Gaussian [35] or the (inverse) multiquadric [17] (x2 + c2 )±1/2 .
From an abstract point of view the steps of this algorithm are very similar
to particle-particle–particle-mesh (P3 M) algorithms [27, Ch. 8], see also [7] for an
overview of particle-mesh algorithms. However, Alg. 3 differs from Ewald-based
particle-mesh methods in several details. At first, the Fourier coefficients of the regularized Coulomb potential must be computed by an FFT within a precomputation
step. In contrast, for periodic boundary conditions the Fourier coefficients are given
analytically by the well known Ewald splitting [15]. Furthermore, the fast summation
algorithm for nonperiodic boundary conditions makes use of oversampled FFTs and
rescaling of the particle coordinates into a box of roughly half the size of the initial
box. We have seen that these two steps imply load balancing problems for the parallelization of the fast summation algorithm that are not apparent in Ewald-based
particle-mesh algorithms. Therefore, Alg. 3 applies parallel pruned FFTs in order to
reduce the load imbalances. Furthermore, we show in Appendix A that the use of
oversampled FFTs does not increase the runtime in comparison to P3 M algorithms
with the same mesh size, since we do not need all the FFT outputs. Even more, for
the parameter settings of our following numerical tests the overall runtime of the oversampled FFT with pruned output (4.2) is less than the runtime of a non-pruned FFT
of size N . In the following runtime measurement, we will also see that the FFTs take
only between 18% and 25% of the total runtime of Alg. 3. Therefore, the influence of
the FFT runtime on the total runtime of Alg. 3 is rather small.
Following the naming scheme of the P3 M, our proposed Alg. 3 is called particleparticle–NFFT (P2 NFFT), since the short range particle-particle interactions are
computed in the same way as in P3 M algorithms, while the long range particle-mesh
part is computed by nonequispaced fast Fourier transforms.
6. Numerical Results. We implemented Alg. 1 (PNFFT), Alg. 2 (adjoint
PNFFT) and Alg. 3 (P2 NFFT) and investigated the strong scaling behavior of our implementations on a BlueGene/P architecture. The PNFFT algorithms have been published in the PNFFT software library [45] and the implementation of P2 NFFT is part
of the publicly available ScaFaCoS software library [2]. In this section we first present
the parallel runtime measurements of the parallel NFFT and its adjoint. Secondly, we
show the strong scaling of the P2 NFFT. We performed the tests on a BlueGene/P architecture in Research Center Jülich (JuGene) [1]. One node of a BlueGene/P consists
of 4 IBM PowerPC 450 cores that run at 850 MHz. These 4 cores share 2 GB of main
memory. Therefore, we have 0.5 GB RAM per core, whenever all the cores per node
are used. The nodes are connected by a 3D torus network with 425 MB/s bandwidth
per link. In total JuGene consists of 73 728 nodes, i.e., 294 912 cores. Our software has
been built with the IBM XL C/C++ compiler (Advanced Edition for Blue Gene/P,
V9.0) and the compiler flags CFLAGS="-O3 -qmaxmem=-1 -qarch=450 -qtune=450".
As a test system we use a cubic box filled with 12 960 particles of a silica melt. It
was generated by a simulation of a melting silica crystal using the potential given
in [4]. This particle system consists of positive and negative charged ions which are
sufficiently homogeneously distributed. We duplicate the initial test system of 12 960
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N ∈ 2N3 multi-bandwidth,
εI > 0 near field cutoff radius,
εB > 0 far field
 regularization border,
nodes xj ∈ x ∈ T3 : kxk2 ≤ 14 − ε2B , j ∈ MrP ,
sources qj ∈ R, j ∈ MrP
r
Precomputation: Compute the Fourier coefficients R̂k , k ∈ IN
,P , given by Equation (5.7) by a parallel, three-dimensional, adjoint FFT.
S
1: Assign the local nodes xj , j ∈ Mr
IεNE
(l), by a parallel forward sort.
P ∪
l∈Mr
I
P
P
P
r
2: For k ∈ IN
qj e+2πikxj by an adjoint PNFFT, see
,P compute âk :=
Input:

s∈PP j∈Ms
P

Alg. 2.
3:
4:

r
ˆ
For k ∈ IN
,P compute the products dk := âk R̂k .

For j ∈ MrP compute the far field sums
X X
φRF
:=
dˆk e−2πikxj ,
j
s
s∈PP k∈IN
,P

:= −
E RF
j

X

X

dˆk ∇e−2πikxj

s
s∈PP k∈IN
,P

by a PNFFT, see Alg. 1.
5:

For j ∈ MrP compute the near field sums


X
1
−
R(kx
−
x
k
)
,
q
φNE
=
R(0)
+
j
l 2
l
j
kxj − xl k2
NE
l∈Iε (j)
I


X
1
xj − xl
NE
0
+
R
(kx
−
x
k
)
.
Ej =
ql
j
l 2
kxj − xl k2 kxj − xl k22
NE
l∈Iε (j)
I

by a linked cell algorithm, see [27, Ch. 8.4] or [23, Ch. 3].
6:

RF
For j ∈ MrP compute the near field corrections of the potentials hj = φNE
j + φj
NE
RF
and the fields −∇hj = E j + E j .

7:

Restore the initial data distribution by a parallel backward sort.

Output: Approximate potentials hj ≈ φj and fields −∇hj ≈ E j , j ∈ MrP .
Alg. 3: Parallel, three-dimensional particle-particle–NFFT (P2 NFFT) for each process r ∈ PP .

particles for 4, 9 and 20 times in every direction of space in order to generate a cubic
box filled with 829 440, 9 447 840 and 103 680 000 particles, respectively. The sum
of all charges is equal to zero since the initial sample of 12 960 particles is neutrally
charged.
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6.1. Some Notes on Performance Optimization. Before we present our
numerical results, we introduce some performance optimizations that we employed in
order to improve the run times of Alg. 1, Alg. 2 and Alg. 3. The proposed algorithms
have been implemented on top of the well optimized FFTW software library [21, 20]
and its extension to massively parallel architectures called PFFT [44, 46]. Similar
to FFTW, our implementation splits the workflow of the algorithm into two stages:
Firstly, a possibly time consuming planning part and, secondly, the fast and optimized
computation of the given problem. This concept makes it possible to implement
rather flexible algorithms that offer high and portable performance. Beside the use of
FFTW, which offers a kind of automatic hardware adaptivity, no effort was spent into
compiler or hardware specific optimizations. However, we were able to benefit from the
experiences that we gained during the development and implementation of the mature
NFFT software library for computing nonequispaced fast Fourier transforms [31, 32]
that also comes with the serial predecessor of the presented P2 NFFT Alg. 3.
Precomputation of the window function. In order to reduce the computational cost of the evaluation of the window function in Alg. 1 and Alg. 2, we use tensor
structure based precomputation and interpolation from lookup tables [32]. Therefore, we reduce the computation of the (2m + 1)3 window function values per node
in (4.4) to 3(2m + 1) interpolations of the one-dimensional window function ψ and
(2m + 1)3 multiplications in order to compute the tensor products ϕ(x − l n−1 ) =
ψ(x0 − nl00 )ψ(x1 − nl11 )ψ(x2 − nl22 ). Note, that the computing time of the window
function with tensor product based interpolation does not depend on the particular choice of the window function. In our implementation the flags PRE_LIN_PSI,
PRE_QUAD_PSI and PRE_KUB_PSI enable linear, quadratic and cubic interpolation of
the one-dimensional window function ψ(x). Additionally, the flag PRE_PHI_HAT enr
ables the precomputation of the Fourier coefficients ϕ̂k , k ∈ IN
,P . Hereby, we do not
store the full set of |IN | Fourier coefficients. Instead, we exploit the tensor structure
of the three-dimensional window function ϕ̂k = ψ̂k0 ψ̂k1 ψ̂k2 , k = (k0 , k1 , k2 )> ∈ IN
and store the precomputed N0 + N1 + N2 Fourier coefficients of the one-dimensional
window functions ψ̂kt , kt = −Nt /2, . . . , Nt /2 − 1, t = 0, 1, 2. Therefore, the evaluation of the three-dimensional Fourier coefficients requires 2|IN | multiplications. For
our numerical experiments we chose the Kaiser-Bessel window function with cubic
interpolation from precomputed lookup tables.
Transposed FFT Output. The PFFT software library employs a parallel FFT
algorithm that contains several data transpositions in order to enable the computation of one-dimensional local FFTs [46]. On default these transpositions are reverted
after the computation of the FFT, which doubles the amount of global communication. However, a convolution in Fourier space corresponds to a simple point-wise
multiplication of two arrays. As long as both arrays are distributed in the same way, a
point-wise multiplication can be easily implemented for any parallel data decomposition. Therefore, we omit the additional communication and use the transpositions of
the second FFT to restore the initial data decomposition in the following way. First,
we compute the parallel adjoint FFT Step 3 of the adjoint PNFFT Alg. 2 with transposed output. Afterward, the convolutions in Fourier space of the adjoint PNFFT
(Step 4 of Alg. 2), the P2 NFFT (Step 3 of Alg. 3) and the PNFFT (Step 1 of Alg. 1)
are computed on transposed arrays. Finally, we compute the parallel FFT Step 2 of
Alg. 1 with transposed input and end up with the initial domain decomposition.
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Interpolation of the Regularization. The computation of the near field Step 5
of the P2 NFFT Alg. 3 requires the repetitive evaluation of the regularization R(r)
and its derivative R0 (r) for 0 ≤ r ≤ εI . Since these two functions are smooth, we use
cubic interpolation from precomputed lookup tables to speed up their evaluation.
6.2. Runtimes of PNFFT and adjoint PNFFT. In Figure 6.1 we show
the wall clock time measurements of Alg. 1 (PNFFT) and Alg. 2 (adj. PNFFT)
for 5123 Fourier coefficients and 829 440 nonequispaced nodes up to 16 384 cores of a
BlueGene/P architecture. For comparison purposes we show the perfect strong scaling
times (perfect) of the first recorded time. In addition, we add the wall clock time of
the most time consuming parts of these algorithms. These are the convolution Steps 4
and 5 (B, ∇B), the ghost cell communication Step 3 (ghost), the FFT Step 2 (F )
and the deconvolution Step 1 (D) of Alg. 1 and their adjoint counterparts of Alg. 2,
i.e., the adjoint convolution Step 1 (adj. B), the adjoint ghost cell communication
Step 2 (adj. ghost), the adjoint FFT Step 3 (adj. F ) and the adjoint deconvolution
Step 4 (adj. D). Both plots are scaled equally such that a direct comparison of the
time measurement between the two algorithms is possible.
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Figure 6.1. Wall clock time measurements of Alg. 1 (PNFFT) on the left and Alg. 2 (adjoint
PNFFT) on the right with number of nonequispaced nodes M = 829 440, pruned FFT input size
N = (512, 512, 512)> , oversampled FFT size n = (576, 576, 576)> , pruned FFT output size L =
(174, 174, 174)> and window cutoff parameter m = 4.

The deconvolution Step 1 of Alg. 1 (D) and the adjoint counterpart Step 4 of
Alg. 2 (adj. D) scale perfectly and only represent a small amount of the overall run
times. The fast Fourier transform Step 2 of Alg. 1 (F ) and its adjoint Step 3 of Alg. 2
(adj. F ) show good strong scaling up to 4096 cores, which corresponds to one rack of
the BlueGene/P. We observe a performance penalty for computing the parallel FFT
on more than one rack. However, note that the pruned FFT output is only of size
1743 . The FFT-internal two-dimensional distribution of 1743 complex numbers on
1282 processes results in very small workload per process.
The discrete convolution step of Alg. 1 (B, ∇B) includes the calculation of the
function values (Step 4 of Alg. 1) and the calculation of the gradients (Step 5 of
Alg. 1). Therefore, it is more time consuming than the corresponding adjoint Step 1
of Alg. 2 (adj. B). Both show good strong scaling behavior. Note that every process
gets only 51 nodes xj in average, if we use 16 384 processes in total.
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Instead, the ghost cell communication shows bad strong scaling for more than 512
processes. The adjoint ghost cell communication is more expensive than plain ghost
cell communication since it additionally involves the computation and synchronization
of the partial sums of ghost cell summands. For 16 384 processes the adjoint ghost cell
communication turns out to be the most time consuming part of the adjoint PNFFT.
We observe that the ghost cell communication is the most limiting factor for strong
scaling. This slightly improves for larger test cases, where the ratio between the ghost
cell communication and the overall computing time decreases.
In Figure 6.2 we show the wall clock time measurements of Alg. 1 (PNFFT) and
Alg. 2 (adj. PNFFT) for a medium sized test case with 10243 Fourier coefficients and
9 447 840 nonequispaced nodes. Furthermore, we present in Figure 6.3 the wall clock
time measurements of Alg. 1 (PNFFT) and Alg. 2 (adj. PNFFT) for a large test case
with 20483 Fourier coefficients and 103 680 000 nonequispaced nodes. Both test cases
have been run on up to 65 536 cores of a BlueGene/P architecture.
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Figure 6.2. Wall clock time measurements of Alg. 1 (PNFFT) on the left and Alg. 2 (adjoint
PNFFT) on the right with number of nonequispaced nodes M = 9 447 840, pruned FFT input size
N = (1024, 1024, 1024)> , oversampled FFT size n = (1152, 1152, 1152)> , pruned FFT output size
L = (340, 340, 340)> and window cutoff parameter m = 4.

There the computing time of the discrete convolution step, the adjoint FFT and
the adjoint ghost cell communication are nearly the same. Also the strong scaling
behavior of all three steps is good. Although the ghost cell communication does not
provide good scaling behavior, it only takes 4% of the overall PNFFT run time with
65 536 processes. Once more, the deconvolution steps show perfect strong scaling.
The parallel pruned FFT shows a performance penalty at 8192 and 16 384 processes.
Presumably this comes from the fact, that the underlying two-dimensional process
grid exceeds the physical dimensions of one rack along the first dimension for 8192
processes and along the first and second dimension for more than 8192 processes. We
observe a good scaling of the overall wall clock time of the PNFFT and the adjoint
PNFFT that reflects the good scaling of all their most time consuming steps.
Note, that the pruned FFT output sizes used in these examples are not divisible by
the number of processes. Therefore, the block decomposition of the parallel FFT does
not result in equal blocks and gives rise to load imbalances. These load imbalances
become especially obvious for small FFT output sizes L and large process counts.
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Figure 6.3. Wall clock time measurements of Alg. 1 (PNFFT) on the left and Alg. 2 (adjoint
PNFFT) on the right with number of nonequispaced nodes M = 103 680 000, pruned FFT input size
N = (2048, 2048, 2048)> , oversampled FFT size n = (2304, 2304, 2304)> , pruned FFT output size
L = (674, 674, 674)> and window cutoff parameter m = 4.

Therefore, the parallel FFTs of the medium sized 9 447 840 particle test case presented
in Figure 6.2 show underwhelming strong scaling behavior, whereas the parallel FFTs
corresponding to the 103 680 000 particle test case presented in Figure 6.3 show a
nearly perfect scaling behavior.
6.3. Runtimes of P2 NFFT. Let φP2 NFFT (xj ), j = 1, . . . , M denote the potentials that are calculated by Alg. 3 and φREF (xj ), j = 1, . . . , M the potentials that
are calculated by any high accuracy reference method. For small numbers of particles
we chose the direct summation as reference method, while a fast method with higher
accuracy was used to calculate the reference potentials for large systems. The relative
RMS potential error is given by
−1/2
1/2 

M
M
X
X
2
2
.
|φREF (xj )| 
εpot := 
|φREF (xj ) − φP2 NFFT (xj )|  
j=1

j=1

For the following run time measurements we tuned the parameters of P2 NFFT in
order to hold εpot < 10−5 .
In Figure 6.4 we show the wall clock time measurements of Alg. 3 (P2 NFFT) for
the silica melt test case with 829 440 particles on a BlueGene/P architecture using
up to 16 384 cores. For comparison purposes we show the perfect strong scaling time
(perfect) of the first recorded time. In addition, we add the wall clock time of the
most time consuming parts of this algorithm. These are the forward sorting Step 1
(Forw Sort), the far field computation Steps 2, 3 and 4 (Far Field), the near field
computation Step 5 (Near Field) and the backward sorting Step 7 (Back Sort) of
the P2 NFFT Alg. 3. Note, that the individual wall clock time measurements of the
adjoint PNFFT Step 2 (adj. PNFFT) and the PNFFT Step 4 (PNFFT) are given
in Figure 6.1. We stress that the pruned FFT output size L = (174, 174, 174)> is
significantly smaller than the oversampled FFT size n = (576, 576, 576)> for this test
case, i.e., only 2.8% of the oversampled FFT output are necessary to compute the
convolution Steps of the PNFFT and its adjoint. This problem arises from the fact
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Figure 6.4. Alg. 3 (P2 NFFT) for a silica melt with number of nonequispaced nodes M =
829 440, RMS-potential error εpot = 10−5 , regularization parameters εI = εB = 0.0078, pruned
FFT input size N = (512, 512, 512)> , oversampled FFT size n = (576, 576, 576)> , pruned FFT
output size L = (174, 174, 174)> and window cutoff parameter m = 4.

that we must scale all the nonequispaced nodes in order to fulfill kxj k2 < 41 − ε2B
for all j = 1, . . . , M . However, our algorithm takes care of this fact since we apply
a parallel pruned FFT and use the data decomposition of the truncated Torus T3C
instead of the full Torus T3 , see also Figure 4.2 for details.
Although the near field and far field computations show good strong scaling, we
observe that the sorting steps are the most limiting factor for strong scaling of the
P2 NFFT algorithm. Remember, that the parallel sorting assures the block domain
decomposition and generates the ghost cell particles that are necessary for the near
field computations. Since the parallel sorting algorithm calls MPI_Alltoallv we see
the typical almost linear increase of sorting time from 2048 to 16 384 processes. However, we stress that using 16 384 cores for this test case implies a very small number
of 51 local nodes for every process. Therefore, generating the ghost particles that are
necessary for the near field computation is rather costly in comparison to the actual
near field computations itself.
Note, that typical MD software packages already have a high performance implementation of the near field part and use a block wise domain decomposition that
perfectly fits the three-dimensional data decomposition of our P2 NFFT Alg. 3. In this
case we could redirect the near field computation Steps 5 and 6 of our P2 NFFT Alg. 3
to the MD software package and omit the whole sorting Steps 1 and 7 of Alg. 3. Then
we are left with the stand alone far field part without sorting, e.g. Steps 2, 3 and
4 of Alg. 3. The corresponding run time behavior of the far field part is dominated
by the parallel nonequispaced Fourier transforms, which were analyzed in detail in
Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3.
In Figure 6.5 we show the wall clock time measurements of Alg. 3 (P2 NFFT) for
the silica melt test case with 9 447 840 particles on a BlueGene/P architecture using up
to 65 536 cores. Finally, in Figure 6.6 we see the wall clock time measurements of Alg. 3
(P2 NFFT) for the silica melt test case with 103 680 000 particles on a BlueGene/P
architecture using up to 65 536 cores. A comparison of Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 yields
a better scaling of the larger test case since the quota of sorting decreases. In both
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Figure 6.5. Alg. 3 (P2 NFFT) for a silica melt with number of nonequispaced nodes M =
9 447 840, RMS-potential error εpot = 10−5 , regularization parameters εI = εB = 0.0039, pruned
FFT input size N = (1024, 1024, 1024)> , oversampled FFT size n = (1152, 1152, 1152)> , pruned
FFT output size L = (340, 340, 340)> and window cutoff parameter m = 4.
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Figure 6.6. Alg. 3 (P2 NFFT) for a silica melt with number of nonequispaced nodes M =
103 680 000, RMS-potential error εpot = 10−5 , regularization parameters εI = εB = 0.002, pruned
FFT input size N = (2048, 2048, 2048)> , oversampled FFT size n = (2304, 2304, 2304)> , pruned
FFT output size L = (674, 674, 674)> and window cutoff parameter m = 4.

test cases the wall clock time of the sorting steps increases almost linearly with the
number of processes and prevents a good scaling of the over all run time. However,
we stress again that the number of local particles is rather small in comparison to the
number of used processes in these test cases and a typical MD software may omit the
sorting by using an appropriate domain decomposition.
7. Conclusions. In this paper we have presented new parallel algorithms for
computing the nonequispaced fast Fourier transform and its adjoint on distributed
memory architectures. These algorithms have been implemented and published in
the PNFFT [45] software library. To our knowledge this is the first publicly available
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massively parallel NFFT implementation. Run time tests on a BlueGene/P system
using up to 65 536 cores showed a good scalability of our implementation. Furthermore, we applied the parallel nonequispaced Fourier transform in order to derive a
parallel fast summation algorithm (P2 NFFT). This is the first time a particle-mesh
algorithm was applied in order to compute long ranged interactions with non-periodic
boundary conditions in parallel. We implemented the P2 NFFT algorithm within the
ScaFaCoS [2] software library and presented scaling results on a BlueGene/P system
using up to 65 536 cores. The run time behavior was dominated by the good scaling of
the PNFFT-driven far field computations, the near field computations and the parallel particle sorting that we introduced in order to get a flexible algorithm independent
of the incoming domain decomposition. However, the sorting can be circumvented by
using a common block wise domain decomposition.
Appendix A. Complexity Estimation of Pruned FFT. For sake of simplicity we assume a cubic Fourier mesh, i.e., N := N0 = N1 = N2 , n := n0 = n1 = n2 ,
L := L0 = L1 = L2 . In this section, we compare the complexity of an ordinary
three-dimensional FFT of total size N 3 and the pruned three-dimensional FFT (3.3)
of total size n3 with pruned FFT input size N 3 and pruned FFT output size L3 . Let
σ := n/N and τ := L/N . The three-dimensional pruned FFT (3.3) is computed via
a typical row-column algorithm, i.e., three successive sets of one-dimensional FFTs.
Before each one-dimensional FFT, the one-dimensional input arrays of length N are
padded with zeros up to length n. Afterward, only L outputs of each one-dimensional
FFT are kept for the next calculations. In the following, we count the number of
arithmetic operations but ignore the time needed for any data movement.
The first step consists of N 2 FFTs of size n at the total cost of
c0 = CFFT · N 2 n log n = CFFT · σN 3 (log N + log σ)
arithmetic operations. Hereby, CFFT is a constant that accounts for the arithmetic
operations for each calculation of a butterfly step. During the second step N L FFTs
of size n are computed at the total cost of
c1 = CFFT · N Ln log n = CFFT · στ N 3 (log N + log σ)
arithmetic operations. Finally, L2 FFTs of size n are computed at the total cost of
c2 = CFFT · L2 n log n = CFFT · στ 2 N 3 (log N + log σ)
arithmetic operations. In summary, the complexity of the three-dimensional pruned
FFT is given by

cσ,τ := c0 + c1 + c2 = CFFT · σ 1 + τ + τ 2 N 3 (log N + log σ)
Note, that the well known complexity of a non-pruned three-dimensional FFT of size
N 3 is given by
c1,1 = CFFT · 3N 3 log N.
and the complexity of a three-dimensional oversampled FFT with oversampling factor
σ is given by
cσ,σ = CFFT · σ(1 + σ + σ 2 )N 3 (log N + log σ).
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Therefore, we get an estimation of the increase of runtime due to the pruned FFT


cσ,τ
σ(1 + τ + τ 2 )
log σ
σ(1 + τ + τ 2 )
=
1+
≈
.
c1,1
3
log N
3
For a rather conservative oversampling factor of σ = 2 and non-pruned output (τ = 2)
the increase of runtime during the FFT would be about c2,2 /c1,1 ≈ 4, 67. However,
if we set σ = 1.125 and τ = 0.34 according to the runtime measurements given in
Figure 6.4 we get c1.125,0.34 /c1,1 ≈ 0.546, i.e., computing only 1743 outputs of an
oversampled three-dimensional FFT of size 5763 is even faster than computing all
outputs of an ordinary three-dimensional FFT of size 5123 .
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